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ABSTRACT 

 

Recently the interest in motif detection increased rapidly in the field of data visual analytics and bioinformatics. The significant 

improvement of motif detection in data visual analytics, but still many challenges are needed to overcome the issues for visual 

analytics applications. In most off the publishedwork, the focus is on motif detection as a solution of data visual analytics the role 

of motif detections and its functional non-functional requirements in the field of the large and complex network are still ignored. 

This paper introduces a proactive approach with the help of formal specification and analysis of partitioning motif detections 

algorithm (PMDA). In data visual analytics (DVA), we present a new model in data visual analytics with the use of VDM-SL to 

describe the formal specification of this algorithm to separate the non-redundant motifs from sparsely connected protein 

sequences. Various invariants are usedto validate the algorithm in all pre-post conditions confirm the correctness working of the 

proposed algorithm. VDM-SL is the formal specification language that is used for the implementation of a software system on 

detail level examination. The PMD algorithm specification is implemented, verified and validated with respect to syntactically 

and semantically through the VDM-SL toolbox. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Data is growing rapidly in visual analytics the analysis of large grasps is playing a well-known role in various fields of visual 

analysis. Success full visual analysis of graph required appropriate visual presentation. It has captured the attention of public and 

media and researcher of the particular related field. Data visual analytics[1, 2] has successfullyreplaced the data analytics. A lot of 

application is present like visual semantic, a visual representation of information, visual decision trees, visual time critical model, 

concretive and perceptual sciences, and all interdisciplinary field of research due to some limitation in data analytic recently data 

visual analytics are introduced with some unique technique called motif detections. Basically, themotifis small connected sub-

networks that are present inside the network and have to significantly display the higher frequency that would be expected for a 

random network. Motif has recently gathered attention as a concept to uncover the structure design and principles of complex 

biological networks [3, 4]. All the biological networks consist of proteins-proteins interaction PPI, DNA sequences, co-expression 

of genes, the basis of genes, human attraction pattern, DNA graph theory and neural networks. Many tools are used for detection 

the motifs in different networks. FANMODE is the tool for motif detection that uses for fast motif detections algorithm. In bigger 

and complex network to abstract the hidden information,FANMODE[5] is used many biological network use FANMODE due to 

its Rapid response for uncovering the structure design principle and biological networks[6]. The analytics of network motifs has 

to lead to very interesting result about the area of protein-protein interaction, hierarchal network decomposition, and analysis of 

temporal gene patterns. To find the motif in the network consists of three computationally sub-tasklike find out all the occurrence 

of subgraph as an input and in what number, secondly with of these graphs are isomorphic, and at the last, all subgraphexists in 

some random session with a higher number of repetition patterns[7]. 

The whole time that isused to spend to find the motif inside the network has thelarge contribution of the second subtask in which 

find out the topological equivalent isomorphic graph. In order to find the subgraph, the nonuniform network is considered. 

However, DVA also present in nonuniform fashion there for it is easy to detect the motif of these types of analytics. A topological 

layout is considered to make the proposed algorithm. The nature of the network is analogous and relative to the graph theory. All 

the vertices and edges are shows the relationship of data among each other and one another. For example, the vertices represent 

the data nodes which are assumed as data visual nodes and the edges perform as the relation between the data visual nodes. To 

find out the motif inside the network is assumed that the repetition of nodes and edges is present in the whole network.  

The data visual analytics are yet unable to overcome many functional and operational challenges, particularly for critical and 

large-scale applications. A major reason is that a focus of today research is basically the performance evaluation of data visual 
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analytics with motif detections are simulation based. The simulationdoes not confirm the correctness approach which is very 

important In motif detections and data visual analytical system[4]. However, simulation ensures the qualitative performance of 

the system. Recently mathematical techniques like formal methods have been used for verification the function attributes of any 

system and in short the correctness of the approach. The basic function of the formal method transforms the informal to the 

formal requirement in terms of property and specifications. That’s why PDMA is employed in this work to model the data visual 

analytics as a dynamic approach that transforms the associated formal specification using formal methods. In this work, formal 

method base technique means VDM-SL is employed as a formal specification language for the implementation of PMDA. The 

PMD algorithm is based on partitioning approach that first partition the whole data into two submodules with an equal number of 

repetition patterns. With the help of proposed algorithm motif is find out in each module and extract the hidden information in the 

form of motifs with a defined wide range of analytics[8, 9].  

Up to our best knowledge this kind of work in the field of DVA in firstly described in the formal specification by using VDM-SL. 

The composite object, sets, operations and some static variables are used to describe the dynamic behaviors of the proposed 

algorithm. It is to be noted that every aspect of any kind of system can be formalized define with the help of VDM-SL notations.  

The rest of this paper is organized as: section II discusses the critical related work and formal specification of the proposed 

PMDA represented in section III. High-level pseudo code and algorithm are described in section IV. The correctness of the 

proposed model and its analysis is discussed in section V. At the end conclusion are discussed in section IV. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

 The major challenge is to identify the repatriation patterns inside the network, graph or any type of interaction. Many 

characteristics patterns have enough information of the graph and network that resemble the whole hidden patterns. For example, 

the protein-protein interaction and DNA sequences have a large graph due to its large sequences. These large sequences do not 

easy to understand and difficult to translate the hidden information[10]. Many algorithms and techniques are in working stage 

[11-13]that elaborates the sequences in the form of Motif. Motif has enough information that is easy to understand the whole 

information and status of the graph. Motif detection is a complete phenomenon in which small cluster networks have large and 

concise information. To find the motif detection inside the network and any data visual analytics technique is much difficult. In 

[14] using the technique of motifs the system of active visual analysis for large graph aggregation is performed. To draw the 

useful insight relationship between graph motif detection technique plays our role. To enhance the graph layout by a graph 

analysis stage is a difficult task. It might be difficult to understand the hidden structures of the complex network, with motif graph 

analysis visualization the motif is easily detected the whole scenario that converts the theme of the complex network. The 

simulation result is shown the motif filtering is the best example to withdraw the complex information from inside the network. In 

[10] all the major principle and practices about the motif detection is discussed. To find the motif in the biological network there 

are three fundamental motif detection principles; for example, to find out the motif hierarchy, sub0graph frequency, graph 

isomerism, significance motif frequency, random graph, association graph and visualization of the graphs. In [15]motif 

algorithms are discussed for large expression of graphs. A large expression of graph usually presents the protein-protein 

interaction, co-expression of the genes, DNA sequences and neural networks. To deal these types of field-motif detection is so 

much beneficial for finding the correct graph patterns about the several or particular disease. All the application of the medical 

field is discussed in [14]. The working motif centric digital algorithm is presented in which all the function of motifs can be 

described in the digits form. To calculate about the how many patterns exist inside the network, to find out the how many motifs 

may be present, gene patterns, DNA bases structures, and the neural information is calculated through this algorithm. The 

possible graphical results shown are [16]. All the simulation is done with the help of NeMo finder and Mavisto algorithm[7, 17]. 

Through this technique easily built up the pattern growth tree in which all the particulate and relative information are present as 

leaf nodes. These sizes of motif also have a unique role to find out the best relationship between the motifs detection.  

The Size of motifs is in the form of different patterns where the amount of data is easily available[18]. The neural networks, 

bioinformatics network where genes repeat our sequences and have repetition patterns. Theses repetition patterns further divide 

the isomerism scenario where one motif have enough information for one cluster. That is the reason for the large width range 

there in only need to find the only 2 to 3 motifs. In any repetition case study there is enough to detect the motif with only large 

range but have a small number of motifs information. The tabular form of the result is discussed[19]. All the challenges of visual 

data analytics can be removed with motif finding. In the dark and semantic web, there is a large scope of motif finding because all 

the information that consists of the dark web needs to extract with motifs.  

A lot of application is present like information and geospatial analytics, scientific and statistical analytics, knowledge discovery 

and interaction of informatics, science and bioinformatics, data management, distributed management, presentation of a graph, 

production of graph and dissemination, cognitive and perceptual science are the major field of visual analytics. The details survey 

about this field is presented in [7]. The solution of financial data with the visual analytics technique is discussed in [20] in which 

the related current information is stored in the form of visual analytics. Today the age of big data, the handling of data is 

becoming the hot issue in which need to separate all the related and unrelated data. All the data-intensive application, challenges, 

application and related techniques are discussed in [16]. Due to the era of big data, there is enhancing the scope of motif 
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technique because the entire scene where the amount of data is present, the need of motifs is also increased. Toward the concept 

of uncovering structural design, the principle of network detection with motif technique also encourage. Among PPI networks, 

the motif detection technique is so much impressed due to the large and complex scenario of PPI networks. In this paper, the PPI 

networks are under observation in which find out the motif with the respective wide inclusive range. For experiments, the range 

of PPI networks can be considered with the zero background knowledge. At the end, the motif tells about the occurrence 

frequency and the respective range of data that present in PPI networks.[19, 21-23].  

    Most of the work in this domain is in simulation-based that have no ensured about either the simulation criteria is well suited to 

the problem. In other words, the proof of correctness is missing in all type of simulation-based work. So; therefore the formal 

method; due to its abstract and details level explanation of the particular work is used for this proposed approach. The model 

analysis gives the correctness of the work and all type of syntax and semantic is easily checked in VDM-SL Toolbox. Today the 

trend of a formal method is increased due to its vast application in every field of life, particularly in acritical system. Many of the 

work are already formalized in VDM-SL toolbox like formal verification of hybrid connectivity model are discussed in [24, 25]. 

Towards the formalism of earthquake detection and flood detection with the help of VDM-SL is presented in [25, 26]. To find the 

motif in its correct operation and alignment inside the network the formal methods play part and parcel role. In this paper; the 

formal specification of PMDA is used to convert the informal hierarchy of motif detection to the formal layout. This is the first 

work is done in this domain with the help of formalspecification as up to our best knowledge. At the end, the model analysis is 

also shown that give the true spirit of this proposed work. 

 

III. MOTIF DETECTION ALGORITHM 

 

This section represents the High-levelpseudo-codefor the motif detection in the structure of the protein that is frequently available 

in the sequences. It takes proteins sequence as an input and detects the redundant and non-redundant motifs in these sequences 

respectively. The nature of the algorithm is proactive so that the whole sequence is partition into two submodules. 

Algorithm1. The pseudo code of Partitioning Motif Detection Algorithm (PMDA) 

 

INPUT: Set of related Proteins sequences 

OUTPUT: A coherent non-redundant set of motifs per initial input group  

1. Take the set of sequence A,B and C as an input. 

2. ∀ �������� ��	
���� = 1,2, … … � 

3. ∀  � 
�� �� 
�������
 ��, � ! ∋ # ≅ 
� ↔ #�&|(  

4. Partitioning sequence: X,Y/2=x || y 

5. )* �+ ∈ �-, . && �� ∈ �-, .  0123* 04  *15 6 = 7, 8, … … �  
6. Motif Discovery (sequences)    // Link each sequence with motif  
7. Else  
8. Motif doesn’t discover 
9.  ∀ #	=� #>  �� ? = 1,2, … … � 

10.    Redundant Motifs (motifs);  

11. ∀@�A��AB�	 C	=� @>��? = 1,2, … … � 

12.   While @><n Do      where @>=Redundant Motif, Do =Distribution motif 

13.    Split tree ( D4→0 �+|F    

14.     If Motif <enrichment score than 

15. Refined-motifs (D*G) 

16. Motif Integration(motifs) 

17. This process continues until non-redundant motifs are discovered 

18.     End While 

19. End if  

20. End For 

 

IV. FORMAL SPECIFICATION BY USING VIM-SL 

 

This section presents the formal specification of detection of redundant and non-redundant motifs in proteins structure. Analysis 

of different motifs in the sequences is done to uncover the structure design and principles of complex biological networks. 

Various invariants are used to validate the algorithm in all pre-post conditions that confirm the correctness working of proposed 
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approach that is used to detect the motifs. This specification includes different types of composite objectsand some efficient, 

proactive operations that detect the best motifs successfully. 

 

types  

Motif=token; 

sequence=token; 

non-Redundant motifs=token; 

Redundant motif=token; 

Link_Type = <Link> | <Not_Link> 

Type::motif:Motif 

motif:Motif 

inv mk_link(motif1,motif2) == motif1 <> motif2; 

values  

LIMIT:nat=600000; 

 

state PROTEINS of 

sequence:set of sequence 

sequence _link:set of links 

motif_link:set of links 

inv mk_PROTEINS(sequence)== card sequence<=LIMIT 

inv mk_PROTEINS(sequence,motif_links) 

== forall links in set motif_link& link.motif1 in set motif and 

link.motif2 in set motifs and forall moif in set sequence 

init mk_PROTEINS(sequence)==sequence={} 

end 

 

Total sequence function returns the total number of sequences that are available for the detection of motifs. This function is very 

helpful for the motif detection because accurate sequence strength makes the detection process easy. 

 

TotalSequences()total:nat 

ext rd sequence: set of Motifs 

pre true 

post  total= card sequence; 

 

Remove motifs function facilitate the user to remove some motif from the sequence of the protein. This function is very helpful to 

find out the best motifs from the sequence because it removes the unnecessary motifs from the sequences. Search motif function 

provides facility to the user to search out any motif that they want. To search the motifs from the sequence motif id is required to 

give input. This motif search function returns the motifs that are id is matched with the given id. 

 

Remove motif (MotifIn:Motif) 

ext wr sequence: set of Motifs  

post sequence = sequence~ \ {MotifIn} 

post dying motifblock= dying motifblock~ union {MotifIn}; 

 

Search_Motifs(motifIn:Motifs)query:bool 

ext rd sequence: set of sequence 

ext rd Motifs: set of Motifs 

pre true 

post query <=>motifIn in set motif; 

 

Redundant motifs detection functions readout all the motifs and checks out the redundant motifs in the sequence. This function 

gives the Boolean results. It only tells either redundant motif is available in the sequence or not. 

Non-redundant motifs work like the redundant motif detection function with a minor difference. Non-redundant motifs detection 

function returns the Boolean results against the non-redundant motifs and checks its availability in the sequence. 
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Redundant motifs_Detection(motifIn:Motif)query:bool 

ext rd Redundant_motifblock: set of Motifs 

pre true 

post query <=>motifIn in set Redundant_motifblock; 

 

UnRedundant motifs_Detection(motifIn:Motif)query:bool 

ext rd unRedundant_motifblock: set of Motifs 

pre true 

post query <=>motifIn in set unRedundant_motifblock; 

 

These two functions create the source and destination motifs in the structure of the protein. Create source motif function take 

motif id as an input and declare it as a source node. Create destination motif function take motif id as input and declare it as a 

destination motif. Both these functions are very helpful to establish communication within the motifs. Through these two 

functions, theseparate biological network can be established that will be able to do communication between the motifs only. The 

message or control that will be sent by the source motif will be received at the destination motifs. 

 

create_source_motif(MotifId:Motif) 

ext wr sequence: set of Motifs  

pre NetIn not in set sequence and card sequence <1 

post sequence= sequence~ union {MotifIn}; 

post source= source~ union {MotifIn}; 

 

create_destinationmotif(MotifId:Motif) 

ext wr sequence: set of Motifs  

pre NetIn not in set sequence and card sequence <1 

post sequence= sequence~ union {MotifIn}; 

post destination= destination~ union {MotifIn}; 

 

This function returns the total number of motifs in the sequence that is very helpful to establish communication within the motifs. 

It helps the user to define the source and destination motifs in the sequence. The user can declare the first detected motif as a 

source motif and last detected motif as destination motifs. 

 

Total_Motif ()output:nat 

ext rd Motifs: set of Motifs 

pre true 

post output=card(Motifs); 

 

Find_Best_Motifs()output:set of Motifs 

ext rd Motifs: set of Motifs 

pre true 

post  total= Best_Motif; 

 

Motifs links function creates the link between the motifs. This function firstly takes the source motif and its neighboring motifs as 

an input and creates the link between them. It continues the process of linking till the last destination motif is connected. 

 

Motifs_links(source_motif:motif,destination_motifs:motif) 

 

 

create_link::source_motif:motif 

destination_motif:motif; 

 

inv mk_link(source_motif,destination_motif) == source_motif<>destination_motifs 

 

V. MODEL ANALYSIS 

 

To check the correctness, consistency and its integration of the proposed algorithm the VDM-SL toolboxwindow is used. VDM-

SL provides the platform in this regard that ensures all the correctness of proposed algorithm [27]. The VDM-SLtoolboxprovides 
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support to check all the related invariants in a different mode. To check all the composite objects, state, function, and operations 

the VDM-SL checking window provide the syntax check, type check, pretty and integrity check. All the simulation work does not 

provide the correctness of the model, technique, and algorithm but formal methods are enough flexible and give the proof of the 

proposed technique or algorithm that is design inside the tool,box. Table 2 describes the verification of the model against all 

related possible function. It ensures that the proposed algorithm PMDA specification is correctly verified and validated. Table 1 

describes the proposed algorithm and its state, function, structures and its operation is well organized in the VDM-SL toolbox. It 

has been observed that from figure 1 and 2 is the proof of correctness that the proposed algorithm is successfully implemented 

without any syntax and semantic error. 

 

TABLE 1: ANALYSIS OF STATE, FUNCTIONS, AND OPERATIONS 
Composite object, State, 

Function, and Operations 
Syntax 

Check 
Type 

Check 
Pretty 

Check 
Integrity 

Check 

Object Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Abstract Motif Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Protein sequence Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Partitioning sequence Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Gapped sequence Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Un-gapped sequence Yes Yes Yes - 

Functions  Yes Yes Yes - 

Diagrams & analysis Yes Yes Yes - 

Alternative ID Yes Yes Yes - 

Motif ID Yes Yes Yes - 

Partition and its 

attributes 

Yes Yes Yes - 

Protein-protein sequence Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Values/attributes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Strands Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Motif pair detection  

 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Location of motifs Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Execution  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Pre/post conditions Yes Yes Yes - 

Validation and 

verification 

Yes Yes Yes - 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Loading of the project 
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Figure 2: Snapshot of model analysis 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

    Data is growing rapidly in visual analytics the analysis of large grasps is playing a well-known role in various fields of visual 

analysis. In most off the publishedwork, the focus is on motif detection as a solution of data visual analytics the role of motif 

detections and its functional non-functional requirements in the field of the large and complex network are still ignored. This 

paper introduces a proactive approach with the help of formal specification and analysis of partitioning motif detections algorithm 

(PMDA). In data visual analytics (DVA), we present a new model in data visual analytics with the use of VDM-SL to describe 

the formal specification of this algorithm to separate the non-redundant motifs from sparsely connected protein sequences. 

Various invariants are used to validate the algorithm in al pre-post conditions confirm the correctness working of the proposed 

algorithm. VDM-SL is the formal specification language that is used for the implementation of a software system on detail level 

examination. 

    Up to our best knowledge this kind of work in the field of DVA in firstly described in the formal specification by using VDM-

SL. The proposed PMD algorithm is successfully separate the non-redundant motifs from redundant one in a large sparsely 

connected proteins sequences. With little bit modification, this algorithm is implemented in any type of scenario where the 

separations of two modules are required. Through formal methods, it is possible to make the type of algorithm that helps us in the 

field of big data and data visual analytics technique.  
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